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Abstract 
      When the number of variables is large, regression analysis is a difficult process in the sense 
that increasing the number of variables contributes to increasing the complexity of the model 
and this may lead to the problem of the dimensionality curse, and this problem prompted 
researchers to work to reduce these high dimensions of the data, and there are two ways to 
reduce the dimensions, which is the method of choosing Variables (V.S) and Variables 
extractions. Under the assumptions of the SDR (Sufficient dimension reduction) theory, the 
researchers also worked on proposing methods to reduce dimensions, including merging SDR 
methods with regularization methods, and among these methods (SMAVE-AdEN (Alkenani 
and Rahman) (2020), which is a method for selecting a variable under assumptions The SDR 
theory, and the SMAVE-AdEN method is a result of the combination of Adaptive elastic net 
method and (MAVE) (Minimum average variance estimator) method for estimating minimum 
average variance. 
to estimate the average minimum variance. This method is effective when the variables are 
highly correlated, but the SMAVE-AdEN method is not robust 
 and is a sensitive method that is affected when there are outliers in the data, because it uses 
the least squares criterion. 
Here we propose a robust method for variable selection under SDR assumptions called 
(RSMAVE-AdEN). It is not affected by outliers found in both the explanatory and response 
variables. The efficiency of the proposed method was verified by studying and analyzing real 
data of diabetic patients. 
Keywords: dimensionality reduction, RSMAVE-AdEN, sparsely robust adaptive elastic 
network, MAVE method. 
 
1-   Introduction 
   The study of regression when there are a large number of variables and a large sample size 
is a complex process, as it increases the complexity of the regression model, which prompted 
researchers to use a process to choose the variable because some explanatory variables are not 
essential in their effect on the dependent variable, as well as the existence of an internal 
correlation between the variables with each other. This leads to the emergence of the problem 
of the curse of linear dimensions, and therefore its effect is not significant, which calls for the 
exclusion of non-important variables and the selection of important variables to increase the 
accuracy of the model prediction. 
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 This problem led the researchers to work on reducing the high dimensions of the data, as Cook 
suggested in (1998) the (Sufficient dimension reduction) method, this method to address the 
issue of high-dimensional data analysis. One of these methods is the MAVE method (Xia et 
al., 2002). Several methods have been proposed to combine SDR methods with regularization 
methods, and these methods are able to deal with high-dimensional data, which are based on 
the principle of minimizing the sum of squares of error. 
By adding a certain penalty threshold to the parameters and decreasing some coefficients and 
making others equal to zero, it gives a (sparse model) that includes some variables and is 
interpretable. For example, researchers Alkenani and Rahman (2020) proposed the SMAVE-
EN method, in which the method MAVE (minimum mean variance estimator) proposed by 
researcher Xia et al. (2002) with the EN elastic network proposed by Zou and Hastie (2005). 
This method is able to handle high data,And the strong correlation between the variables. 
Researchers Alkenani and Rahman (2020) proposed the SMAVE-AdEN method, in which the 
MAVE method (minimum average variance estimator) is combined with AdEN Adaptive 
Elastic Net) proposed by researchers Zou and Helen (2009) to produce the SMAVE-AdEN 
method, and this method It has accurate estimates when the variables are highly correlated as 
the parameters and variable selection are estimated simultaneously. However, it is not accurate 
when there are outliers in the data. 
In this article, we proposed a robust method (RSMAVE-AdEN), which can estimate parameters 
and define variables simultaneously, and is not affected by the presence of outliers in 
explanatory variables and response variables. The proposed method is verified by studying and 
analyzing real data of diabetic patients. 
 
2- Methods for selecting the variable 
    The regression model may include a large number of explanatory variables and it is not 
possible to know which of the explanatory variables can influence the dependent variable 
(Hesterberg et al., 2008). Variable selection methods are divided into two types: Classical 
methods and Regularization methods).We would like to show that these methods have 
disadvantages such as instability, high variance and time consumption, i.e. the process of 
selecting the variable and estimating the parameters is not done simultaneously. Consequently, 
the resulting model has poor prediction accuracy (Breiman, 1996).The regularization methods 
have higher stability compared to classical methods, and also V.S variable selection and 
parameter estimation are performed simultaneously (Alkenani and Yu, 2013).We mention here 
some remedial procedures: for example [the Lasso method (Tibshirani, 1996],[Elastic Network 
Method (EN) Zou and Hastie,2005], [Adaptive Lasso Method (ALasso) by the researcher Zou, 
2006], (The adaptive elastic net method (AdEN) [Zou and Zhang .2009].And other ways. 
3 . Adaptive Elastic Net Method(AdEN) 
     This method was introduced by the researchers (Zon and Helen) in (2009) the AdEN 
method, as it deals with interlinear relationships, the adaptive elastic network estimator is 
defined by the equation shown below: 

 𝜽 (AdEN)=arg min∑ (𝒚ᵢ − 𝜽𝑻𝒙𝒊)𝟐 + 𝝀𝟏 ∑ 𝜽𝒌
𝟐 + 𝝀𝟐 ∑ 𝒘𝒌

∗ |𝜽𝒌| 
𝒑
𝒌 𝟏    

𝒑
𝒌 ₁

𝒏  
𝒊 𝟏 (1) 

4.  SMAVE-AdEN 
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    The two researchers  presented in a year(2020) (Alkenani and Rahman) The (SMAVE-
AdEN) method, which is a combination of two methods, MAVE (Xia,  2002) and the Adaptive 
Elastic Net method (Zou and Zhang, 2009) This method is expressed by the following equation: 
∑ ∑ [𝑦 − {𝑎 +𝑏 𝜃 (𝑥 − 𝑥 )}]2W + 𝜆 ‖𝜃 ‖ + 𝑤∗𝜆 ‖𝜃  ‖  ,(2)     
Despite its good advantages, it is affected by outliers, and we proposed a robust SMAVE-
AdEN method, by replacing the least squares with Tukey biweight, expressed by the symbol 
 RSMAVE-AdEN, and defined by the following equation: 

  ∑ ∑ ꝓ[𝑦 − {𝑎 + 𝑏 𝜃 𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑏 𝜃 𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑤 + 𝜆 ‖𝜃 ‖ +𝑤∗𝜆 ‖𝜃 ‖ , 
  
Since when the derivative of the loss function is characterized as (aredescending derivative), 
the loss function is immune to outliers in x and y (Rousseeuw and Yohai, 1984). Tukey's 
criterion has this characteristic (Tukey, 1960).Tukey's criterion is expressed in the following 
equation: 

ꝓc(U)  = 

𝑪𝟐

𝟔
{𝟏 − [𝟏 − (

𝑼

𝑪
)𝟐]𝟑

                  
𝑪𝟐

𝟔
                                   𝒊𝒇│𝒖│ > 𝑪

  

5. The applied side 
    Here, in the applied aspect, we analyze and study the relationship between the factors 
affecting diabetes in the blood, represented by the dependent variable Y and the independent 
variables (age, weight, ..etc.) in order to identify the performance of the proposed method 
RSMAVE-AdEN and the studied methods RSMAVE-EN, SMAVE-AdEN using the data 
Some patients in Al-Diwaniyah Teaching Hospital. We compared the proposed method 
RSMAVE-AdEN with other methods, namely the SMAVE-AdEN method (Alkenani and 
Rahman, 2020) and the RSMAVE-EN method (Alkenani and Aljobori, 2021). To verify the 
efficiency of the proposed method and its capabilities in selecting variables, we will rely on the 
standard of mean squared error (MSE) and average number of zero coefficients (Ave0's). 
The researcher wrote a code in R language to calculate the results of the proposed method 
RSMAVE-AdEN. 
6. Study sample and description of the study data 
    Data was collected for a sample consisting of (216) people with diabetes. The data collection 
mechanism was based on a form and direct interviews with patients in Al-Diwaniyah Teaching 
Hospital / Diabetes and Eye Center. A form was organized to collect data, and then the data of 
this form were tabulated, and Table No. (1) Explains the names of the explanatory variables 
and the dependent variable. 
The dependent variable (Y) crosses to blood sugar, and the explanatory variables are age (x1), 
weight (x2), height (x3), monthly income (x5), sex x6, number of family members (x7), 
cholesterol (x8), suffers from a problem psychological (X9), marital status (X10), exposure to 
trauma (X11), earning or employee (X12), nature of food (vegetarian, animal) X13, do you 
suffer from hyperactivity disorder (x14), blood type (X15), presence Other diseases (X16), 
heredity (diabetes in the family) (X17), smoking (x18), school level (X19), urea (X20), creatine 
(X21). 
 
7.Test for the presence of outliers on real data 
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To perform this test, we use a criterion (μ±3σ) to determine outliers for each variable in real 
data (Lehmann ,2013). 
We include here a drawing of the shape of the variables that contain outliers, as follows: 

  
Figure (1) shows  the outliers in the variable X3 

  
Figure (2) shows the outliers in the variable X5 

  
Figure 3 shows the outliers in the variable X8 
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 Figure 4 shows the outliers in the variable X20 
  

  
Figure (5) shows the outliers in the variable X21 
The figures above showed that some of the variables had abnormal values such as x3, x5, x8, 
x20, and x21, so we do not need to pollute the data. Likewise, the variable y includes abnormal 
values, as shown in the following figure: 

  
Figure (6) shows the outliers in the variable y 
 
8. Real data results 
    By analyzing real data for diabetic patients, the results shown in Table (1) showed the value 
of the parameters of the regression model (Beat). 

RSMAVE-AdEN RSMAVE-EN SMAVE-AdEN Variants 
0.026029 0.120561 0.125907 X1 

-0.016476 0.091451 -0.298978 X2 

0.00000 0.00000 0.107531 X3 

-0.977794 0.207853 0.00000 X5 

0.000000 -0.118131 0.056054 X6 

0.00000 0.2541433 0.181579 X7 

-0.066873 0.2644151 0.181579 X8 
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0.000000 -0.136066 0.203986 X9 

-0.026008 0.176567 -0.170008 X10 

-0.036109 0.359058 -0.143819 X11 

0.013790 -0.439647 0.080801 X12 

0.013790 -0.269757 0.306188 X13 

-0.174384 0.324821 -0.043024 X14 

-0.028113 0.134192 -0.308703 X15 

-0.013252 0.041981 0.024399 X16 

0.025234 0.205518 -0.071182 X17 

0.032861 -0.280087 0.347748 X18 

0.033309 -0.025385 0.243710 X19 

0.035343 -0.208113 0.603145 X20 

-0.016350 -0.213411 0.00000 X21 

 
Table (1) shows that the number of non-significant variables is (4) for the proposed method 
RSMAVE- AdEN, (1) for the RSMAVE-EN method, and (2) for the method. SMAVE-ADEN. 
 

Table 2 shows the number of zeros and MSE for real data analysis of diabetes 

 
  Table (2) shows the number of zeros and the mean squared error MSE for the analysis of real 
data for diabetes and for the three methods. We note that the proposed method RSMAVE-
AdEN has better performance and is superior to other methods RSMAVE-EN and SMAVE-
AdEN. The proposed method gave the lowest level of MSE and this is a good behavior. 
Figure (7) shows the MSE value of the methods RSMAVE-AdEN, RSMAVE-EN, SMAVE-
AdEN 

 
Figure (7) 

Figure (7) shows the number of zero coefficients for the methods RSMAVE-AdEN, RSMAVE-
EN, SMAVE-AdEN. 
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Figure (8) 

 
9. Conclusions 
1- The proposed method RSMAVE-AdEN in this research is a robust method for selecting 
variables and reducing dimensions at one time. 
2- This method is efficient when the variables are highly correlated within the SDR settings. 
3- The results showed that the proposed RSMAVE-AdEN method has good performance in 
variable selection and estimation accuracy even with the presence of outliers in the variable x 
and the response variable y.  
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